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Introduction

In 2017, reports appeared in local and the national media 1 on the outbreak of kidney disease in a
cluster of villages in Chhatrapur block of Ganjam district in Odisha. Newspaper reports suggested a
dire situation, with almost 200 confirmed cases of chronic kidney disease and over 50 deaths from
kidney failures since 2010. Many of these reports also quoted Gurudeb Behera, a social activist
from one of the affected villages (Badaputti) who had been tracking these cases. He asserted that a
monazite processing plant of Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL), situated near the affected villages,
was directly responsible for this grave situation. It was also reported that local activists had been
raising the issue with the District Administration and elected representatives for several years, but
with little response.
Alarmed and disturbed at these reports, a group of concerned citizens constituted a factfinding
team and visited the area on 1920 January 2018. Team members were senior human rights activists
who have written and researched extensively on such issues. During the visit, the team met and
interviewed around 30 affected persons, their families and local leaders in three of the affected
villages (Badaputti, PLakhimpur and Baginipetta). The team also met the District Collector and
IREL officials, District health officials and a Senior Consultant Nephrologist of MKCG Medical
College, Berhampur.
This report is based on data, evidence and information collected in the course of the factfinding
exercise, and also draws extensively on secondary sources such as relevant research and news
reports.

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4
Section 5
Section 6
Section 7

A snapshot of the situation on the ground in the affected villages, based on firsthand
information collected by the team during the field visit
Firstperson accounts from patients and their families
A review of research and information on the health impacts of monazite mining
The political economy of beach sands in the larger context of India’s nuclear
ambitions
Chronic kidney disease as an emerging public health emergency and a review of
policy responses in India
Conclusion and demands
Appendices (supporting documents)

1 See for instance <https://thewire.in/189485/monaziteminingbadaputtichronickidneydisease thorium/>
Accessed 7 May 2018.
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Ground Realities: The View from the Field

Chhatrapur: The verdant home of the Kia flower
Chhatrapur (formerly known as Sitarampalli) has been the headquarters of Ganjam district since
1835. Chhatrapur is close to a national highway (NH 5) and is located on the main line of the South
Eastern Railway that connects Howrah and Chennai. The Bay of Bengal marks the eastern
boundary of this block. Chhatrapur Block is part of the fertile coastal plains of Orissa and is a
prosperous region with a vibrant agricultural economy. Besides paddy and a variety of vegetables,
there are also plantations of cash crops, including cashew, jackfruit, coconut, drumsticks and
mango.
Chhatrapur is famous for Kia (Pandanus odoratissimus or screwpine), a shrub indigenous to this
region. The Kia flower yields a valuable essential oil (keora) which commands a very high price in
the global perfumery industry. Kia, which grows wild, is central to the economy of Ganjam district
and accounts for nearly 90 percent of the global production of keora oil. There are more than 200
keora distilleries in the area. Many of these distilleries have been set up by artisanal perfume
distillers who migrated here from Kannauj, Uttar Pradesh in the 1930s. Over the years, the Kia
industry has become a vital source of livelihood for thousands of landless families, many
belonging to the scheduled castes, who are engaged in collecting, transporting and selling the
blooms. People from local communities also work in distilleries where the essential oil is extracted.
The area is dotted with natural freshwater ponds, locally called tampara. These are a source of
livelihood for the fishing community belonging to the Tiara caste). Some of these families are also
engaged in seafishing.
Many of the casuarina forests, cashew groves and coconut plantations on the sandy land along the
coastline have been planted and nurtured by landless agricultural families for generations. During
the Land Settlement of 1976, revenue authorities recommended that these lands be settled in the
name of people who were in possession for an extended period and did not have any other
agricultural land.
However, this recommendation was only partially implemented. Several families, constrained by
their illiteracy and poverty, were unable to negotiate the complex legal procedure to prove
possession of their plots. The land nurtured by these excluded families was thus recorded as
government land, although it continued to be occupied and cultivated by them. It was this land that
was leased out to Indian Rare Earths Limited in 1979. Those who were cultivating these tracts of
land were forced to evacuate. Since they did not have any legal title to the land, they could not
claim any compensation.
6
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Chhatrapur has been the site of many peoples’ struggles in the past. In the 1930s, the Communist
Party of India mobilised raiyats and agricultural workers against the zamindars and the government.
In 1952, the CPI candidate won the Parliamentary seat, which the CPI successfully retained for the
next 40 years. In the mid 90s, communities from several villages, including Badaputti and P
Lakhimpur, mobilised and mounted a strong resistance to a proposed steel plant in the area, a joint
venture between Tata Steel and Nippon Steel of Japan. Two women lost their lives during the
protests.2

IREL comes to Chhatrapur: Early warnings
Indian Rare Earths Limited was set up in 1950 and its first unit, Rare Earths Division (RED) was
started in Aluva, Kerala in the same year. In 1963, IREL became a fullfledged Government of
India undertaking under the administrative control of the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE).
Subsequently, it expanded its operations by taking over other companies engaged in mining and
separation of beach sand minerals in the south. Two more units were set up at Chavara (Kerala) and
at Manavalakurichi (Tamil Nadu).3
In March 1979, the Government of Odisha leased out 2,994.66 hectares of land at Aryapalli, six
kilometres from Chhatrapur town, to IREL for beach sand mining. 4 This land now houses the
campus of the Orissa Sand Complex (OSCOM). It is IREL’s largest operation till date,
incorporating a mineral separation unit (commissioned in 1986) for extraction of heavy metals
(including ilmenite, rutile, zircon, sillimanite, monazite and synthetic rutile) from the mined sands.
The area earmarked for mining is 18 kilometres long with a 1.5 kilometre wide strip running along
the coast.
A processing plant was set up in 199293 for the production of “Manmade coastal forests that
thorium nitrate and thorium oxide. In 2010, a proposal for once stood as a barrier against
expanding this plant by setting up a monazite processing plant cyclone, tidal thrust, tsunami...was
totally destroyed due to dredging
with a production capacity of 10,000 tonnes per annum was and mining...plantation by IREL in
mooted, and a public hearing was held as required by law. The a small portion is negligible
local community put up such a strong resistance to the proposal compared to the damage.”
 residents of Badaputti village, in
that it had to be shelved. However, another hearing was organised
their letter to the PM
in 2013 that was manipulated to allow the expansion plans to go
ahead. Commercial production of ammonium diuranate started in May 2015.

2 Gopalpur: Steel Plant, Displacement and People’s Struggle: A report of PUDR (Delhi) and APDR (West Bengal),
May 1997.
3 Source: IREL website <www.irel.co.in> Accessed on 7 May 2018
4 Source: Ganjam District Gazetteer 1995
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The thorium and monazite processing operations have since been merged. Plans for still further
expansion are underway with a proposal for setting up a technology demonstration park for
processing of zircon and ilmenite.
When IREL first came to Chhatrapur in 1979, locals were hopeful that it would help generate jobs
and give a boost to the local economy. But this optimism remained shortlived. The first blow came
when the sandy coastal strip was declared to be government land. As a consequence, families who
were cultivating cash crops on this land were dispossessed. Even those who had the documents
required to prove legal possession were not compensated for the land, but only for the trees they had
planted. The promise of jobs for the affected families turned out to be a mirage. Despite some locals
becoming labour contractors for IREL, it was largely the manual work that was on offer, that too
only for short periods. Residents say that even local contractors have now been delisted and workers
are being brought in from outside the district.
The area demarcated for the IREL facility was once thickly
covered with casuarina and cashew plantations, interspersed with
thick stands of Kia shrubs. The largescale felling and clearing of
the vegetation by IREL has resulted in drastic changes in the
local climate, causing a steep rise in summer temperatures.
According to local people, the disappearance of this lush plant
cover is also responsible for the frequent droughts that they now
experience.
“A lot of migratory birds used to
come to this area in the winter.
Now that the tamparas have
dried up and the trees where
they used to nest have been cut
down, they have stopped
coming. How can they come
when there is neither food or
shelter for them?”
 Local resident

“Even twenty years ago, the
temperature here never went
beyond 2025 degrees. We never
used fans. Now, summer
temperatures go up to 40 degrees.
It is because the IREL people cut
down all the trees.”
 A local resident

IREL’s dredging activities have disturbed the local ecology. The
trenches created by dredging and removal of beach sands are 5060
metres deep. This has resulted in destruction of natural contours and
drainage systems. The freshwater that used to flow into tamparas
now flows into these trenches. The drying up of tamparas has
deprived the local fisherfolk of a secure source of livelihood. Since
the community no longer has free access to beaches closest to their
villages, sea fishing has also been severely affected. The large
floating dredgers installed at the edge of the sea have driven away the

fish into deeper waters.
In 2008, IREL acquired 40 acres of land from the people of Tiarabasa (a hamlet of Badaputti
revenue village). This was done on the basis of written agreements in May 2009 that the land would
be returned to the possessors or their heirs in five years from the start of mining operations, after
reclamation and replanting with casuarina and cashew trees. Nearly ten years have passed, but the
land has still not been handed back to the people, nor have any new trees been planted. People
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realised too late that the signed agreements given to them by IREL had no legal validity because
they had not been notarised.

Disaster strikes: Kidney disease reaches epidemic proportions
The first alarm about an unusual outbreak of kidney disease in Chhatrapur was raised in 2012 by the
sarpanch of Kaliapalli gram panchayat, who filed a petition with the District Collector (DC),
drawing his attention to the explosion of kidney disease, deaths from kidney failure and
environmental pollution from the IREL plant. There was no response from the administration.
In June 2015, Biranchi Narayan Mohapatra, president of RUPA, a local NGO, wrote to the National
Human Rights Commission (NHRC) seeking an enquiry into the epidemic of kidney diseases and
deaths due to kidney failures in Badaputti village. Complying with an order from the NHRC, the
district administration sent a team to Badaputti to investigate the matter. However, the report
submitted by the team was not shared with the complainant by either the NHRC or the district
authorities.
Nevertheless, the NHRC intervention was widely reported in the media and brought some public
visibility to the epidemic of kidneyrelated deaths in the area. The local media continued to cover
the futile attempts of the community to draw attention to their plight through letters and petitions to
everyone from the DC to the Prime Minister. 5 Local activists have also formed an organisation
(Jeebon Jeebika o Poribesh Surakhya Mancha) to press for their demands, which include medical
facilities, financial assistance for treatment and immediate closure of the monazite processing plant.
The local community feels that there is a causal connection between the monazite plant and the
outbreak of kidney disease. This is corroborated by case records collected by local activists 6, which
show a steady increase in the number of people diagnosed with kidney disease since 2015  the year
that the monazite plant went on stream.
The team met Dr Saroj Kumar Panda, Consultant Nephrologist at the MKCG Medical College
Hospital, who confirmed that the increase in cases of kidney disease is a recent phenomenon. He
said that over the last six or seven years, he had been noticing an unusually high number of patients
with chronic kidney disease coming from the Chhatrapur area. He felt that this was definitely linked
to one or more environmental factors, of which contamination of water and food were strong
possibilities. He felt that this aspect should be rigorously investigated, particularly since the
association of heavy metal elements with kidney disease is already substantiated by medical
research.
5 The community’s letter to the PM is at Appendix 1.
6 Data on diagnosed cases and deaths is placed at Appendix 2.
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The monazite plant: A toxic neighbour
The OSCOM facility in Chhatrapur comprises a dredging and wet upgradation plant, a heavy
mineral concentration plant and a mineral separation plant, as shown in the flowchart.
The dredging process followed for monazite mining in Chhatrapur poses several environmental
hazards. According to a recent study, the process of dredging often dislodges toxic heavy metals
and releases toxic chemicals such as PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) into the water clumn spewed
out by the dredger.7 Apart from the direct
toxicity of these contaminants, the increased
turbidity of the water affects the metabolism of
aquatic plant and animal species. The
contaminated water is passed on through food
chains leading to concentration of these toxins
in nonaquatic species, including humans.
Moreover, the ecology of coastal marshlands is
disturbed by dredging, with birds who feed on
fish and other aquatic organisms being directly
affected.
There have been instances (the latest being in
August 2016) where large numbers of dead fish
were found floating in the coastal waters near
the IREL plant, leading to suspicions that
untreated effluents are being released into the
sea by IREL.
Processing of mineral sand produces large amounts of waste and pollutants, including tailings, a
mixture of crushed rocks and processing fluids from mills and/or concentrators, which is often
stored and further processed to extract useful byproducts. Isolation of tailings and mining waste to
prevent heavy metal residues and radionuclides from entering ground water, soil, water bodies and
air is, therefore, an essential element of safe and responsible mine management.
An accepted and feasible (although certainly not foolproof) method for storing rare earth tailings is
in isolated ponds, well covered by water and barricaded behind a dam.

7 Panigrahi, Siba Prasad. Undated. B.Tech dissertation. “Critical review of beach sand mining in India with particular
reference to Chhatrapur sand complex (OSCOM) in Odisha: A case study.” Department of Mining Engineering, NlT
Rourkela. <http://ethesis.nitrkl.ac.in/4783/1/109MN0585.pdf> Accessed 7 May 2018
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Even when this method is followed, there are several studies showing contamination of food chains
and drinking water with rare earth elements in the vicinity of tailing ponds.8
In the Chhatrapur plant, the tailings are collected in open ponds outside the perimeter of the
processing facility, creating multiple risks. The tailing ponds are not barricaded or fenced and are
located less than two kilometres away from Badaputti. The open ponds contain a thick sludge,
which is further concentrated by evaporation.
Studies have shown that in the absence of a
shield of vegetation, evaporation leads to a
concentration of dry or semidry dust particles
at the edges of the ponds, which are easily
blown inland by the sea breeze. These
airborne particles are composed of dangerous
concentrations of rare earths, including in the
form of microparticles that can directly enter
the bloodstream when inhaled.9

Open tailing ponds at IREL Chhatrapur (Photo: Ranjana Padhi)

Given the absence of any concrete lining or barrier, seepage from the IREL tailing ponds is a strong
possibility, which in turn will inevitably contaminate the surrounding underground aquifers.
Flooding of tailing ponds in the monsoon would contaminate local water bodies. The contaminated
flood water would inevitably drain into the sea, which is only a few kilometres away from the plant.
Sludgy water collected from a handpump in
Badaputti (Photo: Basudev Mahapatra)

Residents also allege that unsealed bags of dry waste,
possibly radioactive, are simply left in open fields under
the cover of night. The clandestine manner of disposal
suggests that IREL is well aware that this irresponsible
practice creates serious hazards for grazing animals,
children, cultivators and others who might use these
fields.
Water collected from handpumps in Badaputti looks
murky with a thick chalky sludge settling at the bottom
within minutes. Almost every single family in the

8 See for instance Huang Xiang et al. 2016. Protecting the environment and public health from rare earth mining.
Earth’s Future (Vol 4 Issue 11) <http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2016EF000424/full#eft2148bib0004>
Accessed 12 February 2016.
9 Hewson, GS. 1997. Inhalation and retention of thorium dusts by mineral sands workers. Annals of Occupational
Hygeine. Vol. 41, Supplement 1, pp. 9298, 1997
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affected village is either buying bottled water for drinking and cooking, or has installed an
expensive RO filter in the hope that this will save them from kidney disease.

The IREL version
The heavily guarded OSCOM campus covers a 100acre area just across the road from Badaputti.
Although the team was allowed to enter the campus after several security checks, the request for a
meeting with the Chief Executive or the PRO was refused. Shri G.K.Nayak, Chief Manager
(Resources), responsible for land acquisition, finally agreed to meet the team on the condition that
that the meeting would be treated as informal and unofficial since he was not authorised to speak on
behalf of the organisation.
Shri Nayak said that he had been with IREL for several years, and has been posted at the OSCOM
facility ever since its inception. He also claims to personally know several of the activists who are
protesting against the monazite plant. According to him, these protesters were disgruntled
contractors being incited by ‘communists and other professional troublemakers’. He dismissed the
allegation that land in the possession of local cultivators had been deliberately and misleadingly
recorded as government land in order to facilitate acquisition by IREL. He claimed that all
occupiers had been compensated at 70 percent of the value of the trees on their property, and that
the acquired land had been reclaimed and replanted with cashew and coconut trees, and returned to
the government.
Shri Nayak insisted that there was no connection between the monazite plant and the epidemic of
kidney disease, arguing that a similar epidemic in Uddanam village of Andhra Pradesh had been
traced to some chemicals released by the roots of old coconut trees.10 In his view, most of the
kidney patients were alcoholics and tobaccousers, which he said was responsible for their
condition.
When asked about the possibility of seepage from the tailing ponds, Shri Nayak said that since the
OSCOM campus was at a lower elevation than the surrounding villages, seepage could not
contaminate the water sources in the area. Without providing any details of safety measures put in
place by OSCOM, he maintained that they complied with the highest international standards and
there was no question of any risk of environmental pollution through leakage of tailings or
radioactive byproducts of thorium processing.
In response to our contention that IREL had a legal and moral responsibility for the wellbeing of
local communities, Shri Nayak said that they are already doing a lot for the people. According to
10 It is pertinent to mention that a search of the published literature on the Uddanam kidney disease epidemic did not
bring up any mention of a link with coconut trees.
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him, IREL is contributing around Rs 2 crore every year to the District Minerals Fund and was
working closely with the District Collector for the ‘socioeconomic upliftment’ of the community.

The district administration: Apathy or coverup?
After meeting with patients, their families and the IREL official, the team spoke to key members of
the district administration including the District Collector (DC), the Additional District Collector
(ADC) and the Chief District Medical Officer (CDMO). The team apprised these key officials on
the situation and urged them to at least make immediate arrangements for safe drinking water and
free medical aid.
The District Collector Shri PC Chaudhury said that the
district administration was aware of the situation and
was already taking remedial steps. He claimed that
arrangements were underway to provide the Badaputti
community with an alternative source of drinking
Residents say they have been demanding a pipeline water through a pipeline from a new deep tubewell
for bringing drinking water from the Rasakuliya
located about 2 kilometres from the village. He also
river to Chhatrapur. This scheme has been
said that a medical team was making monthly visits to
sanctioned but is not being pursued by the district
administration.
the affected villages and providing medical aid to
patients.
Local people were sceptical about the Collector’s
assurance of safe drinking water. According to
them, the site for the proposed new tubewell is less
than five kilometres away from the IREL campus,
and the water is unlikely to be safe.

The DC also informed the team that samples of tubewell water from the affected villages had been
tested in December 2017 by an expert team comprising representatives of the Regional Pollution
Control Board, the State Public Health Engineering Department and the CDMO’s office, which
declared the water to be fit for drinking.
However, the test results accessed by the team show that only two heavy metals (lead and
cadmium) were tested for. Several other toxic byproducts of thorium processing such as
molybdenum, mercury and psyttrium were not tracked for. When this was pointed out to the DC, he
responded with the information that the Kolkata Regional Centre of the National Pollution Control
Board would soon be carrying out a fresh round of tests, this time against 180 indicators. However,
the DC was not forthcoming on either the list of indicators, or, the possible dates when the exercise
is likely to be undertaken.
When asked whether the district administration could offer any financial support to patients and
their families, the DC did not respond directly, saying only that there were many existing schemes
that patients could access. He also refused to discuss the District Minerals Fund with the team,
alleging that this had nothing to do with the subject of the enquiry.
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The team made an attempt to contact Dr Radha Madhab Tripathy, Dean and Principal of the MKCG
Medical College, who headed the Department of Community Medicine at the time and was the
principal investigator for a baseline health survey which had been carried out four years ago. Dr
Tripathy spoke to us over the phone and confirmed that he had indeed carried out the survey.
However, he declined to divulge the findings on the grounds that the survey had been
commissioned directly by the Department of Atomic Energy and he was bound by a strict
confidentiality agreement, which according to him, did not permit him to even comment on the
issue.
The team tried to meet the CDMO to follow up on
the report of the investigation ordered by the NHRC
on the basis of a complaint by the sarpanch of
Kallepalli in June 2015.11 Although the CDMO was
out of station, we were able to access a copy of the
report from his office.12 This report, submitted on 18
June 2015, identified contamination of water with
heavy metals or pesticides, and inhalation of
pollutants expelled into the air by the IREL facility
as the likely causes of the outbreak of chronic kidney
disease in the area. The report recommended
evacuation and resettlement of the affected villages
pending highlevel investigation and remediation of
the problem. Although it was submitted to the
district administration three years ago, no action has
yet been taken on the recommendations.

During a followup visit to the CDMOs office on
29 January 2018, we were told that that the
administration had taken cognisance of the
current situation and that blood samples had been
collected from people in Badaputti on 10 January.
People in the village told us that they were not
informed in advance about the visit of the medical
team and were taken by surprise when it arrived.
Nevertheless, over 70 people are said to have given
blood samples.
The report of this investigation is yet to be placed
in the public domain. Our own efforts to get the
report have not been successful. The CDMO told
us that we had to get permission from the DC or
the Director, Public Health to get a copy.

People’s protests: Stonewalled by the administration
Community representatives and local activists spoke to the team about their efforts to mobilise and
build pressure on the administration. In May 2016, people from five panchayats in the affected area
(Aryapalli, Konomona, Agastinuagaon, Chamakhandi and Kaliapalli) wrote to the DC about the
health problems caused by IREL’s monazite mining operations in their area. Having waited in vain
for more than three months for a response or even an acknowledgement, they announced a protest
on 23 September 2016. Four days later, even as hundreds of people gathered outside the
Collectorate, they were met by a SubCollector who urged them to withdraw the protest, and
11 NHRC Case number 4623/18/05/15. A search performed on 7 May 2018 brought up the message “This file is not in
public database”.
12 A copy of the report is at Annexure 3.
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assured them that the issues they had raised would be resolved within a month. The protestors were
told that the DC would meet them on 23 October 2016. In a familiar tactic, the promised meeting
was postponed several times. Today, two years later, the administration continues in its stubborn
refusal to engage with and respond to the community, despite the steadily rising toll of illness and
deaths.
Many of the people we spoke to are convinced that the district administration is promoting the
interests of powerful corporations who are being invited to set up operations in this area. Local
activists cite the way in which the Saraf Group has expanded its footprint in the area. In 2009, the
company acquired 230 acres of land in five panchayats of the district (of which 199 acres were
owned and cultivated by some 300 families) for setting up a titanium plant that began production in
early 2017. This plant soon spawned a series of ancillary units for the manufacture of titanium
dioxide pigment, ferrotitanium, scandium oxide, rare earths and rare metal products, all of which
have serious environmental implications.
Ignoring growing concerns about the impacts of the toxic byproducts of these industries on the
environment and ecology of this fertile coastal belt, the State government has approved the Saraf
Group’s proposal to collaborate with IREL for extraction and processing of beach sand minerals
like ilmenite, rutile, zircon and garnet.
The community has bitter memories of the engineered public hearing held in Kanamana village on
16 August 2017 to assess the environmental impact of a captive thermal power plant that Saraf
Industries proposed to set up to fuel its expansion. The community had mobilised to attend the
hearing and express their strong opposition to the proposal. However, the venue was surrounded by
police who used force to prevent local leaders like Gurudeb Behera from Badaputti, D. Kamraj
from P. Lakhimpur and N. Dhananjay Reddy, the Block Chairman from Chhatrapur from deposing
before the panel.13 Their efforts to speak were drowned out by local youth who had obviously been
hired by the company to disrupt the event with aggressive language, physical intimidation and
shouts of Jai Titanium.
There is little doubt that the community has paid a high price for the dubious privilege of having the
IREL plant in the area. The adverse impacts of dredging and mining on the natural vegetation and
ecology are visible even to a casual eye. Apart from suspicions of having bypassed the procedural
and legal requirements for land acquisition, IREL has not reforested and rehabilitated the minedout
lands as required by law. Moreover, there appear to be breaches of globally accepted safety
standards in IREL’s practices for storage of tailings and disposal of solid wastes.
There is enough evidence to show that the explosion of kidney disease in the area has occurred only
after the IREL monazite plant began its operations in the area. Despite being aware of the rising
13 See for instance https://thewire.in/170001/odishasaraftitaniumplant/ . Accessed 7 May 2018.
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graph of illness and deaths, the state government has not felt it necessary either to investigate the
causes of the epidemic or provide relief to the affected community – is inexplicable. Even though
they have been repeatedly approached by elected representatives and affected communities, the
administration has failed to provide even basic relief such as safe drinking water and medical care.
Sadly, statutory bodies like the NHRC have also failed in their duty to safeguard people’s human
rights in the face of corporate interests. Details of action taken on the 2015 complaint are not
accessible on the public database of the NHRC, suggesting that the file has been closed.
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Stories of Pain and Struggle: Testimonies from Affected Families

Chhatrapur block has 59 villages under five gram panchayats (Aryapalli, Kanamana, Agastinuagan,
Chamakhandi and Kalipalli), all of them falling within a 10 kilometre radius of the IREL plant. Of
these, Badaputti, PLakhimpur and Baginipetta are the worst affected by kidney disease.
According to local activists, Badaputti village, with a total population of around 3000, has seen
around 200 cases of chronic kidney disease and 70 deaths from kidney failure over the last three
years. This is significantly higher than the highest figure reported so far  229 per million
population reported by a national level study in 2006.14
During our visit to the village, we were able to meet and interact with some 30 patients and their
families.
Our first visit was to the tiny oneroom home of
P. Jagannath in the Cyclone Colony of
Badaputti (so called because it was built for
those who lost their homes to Cyclone Phailin
in 2013). Jagannath passed away in December
2017, just weeks after he was interviewed for
the article that brought the kidney deaths in
Chhatrapur to the attention of the national
media.15
Cyclone colony, Badaputti (Photo: Basudev Mahapatra)

Jagannath was barely 50 years old when he died of renal failure after two years of treatment for
chronic kidney disease. His garlanded photograph hangs on the wall of the fmily home, his empty
chair placed carefully under it. Despite her immense grief, his wife P.Savitri brings out the file of
medical records. She tells us that they spent more than Rs 2 lakh in the first year of treatment,
taking him first to the government hospital in Berhampur and then to a private clinic in
Bhubaneswar for dialysis. When every piece of jewellery and every brass utensil they had was sold,
the family turned to loans from local businessmen. Finally, it became impossible to keep up the
weekly dialysis sessions.
Jagannath kept working as long as he could stand, but when he became completely incapacitated,
his young son Adinarayana, then in the second year of his BA in a Berhampur college, gave up his
14 Modi GK, Jha V. The incidence of endstage renal disease in India: A populationbased study. Kidney Int.
2006;70:2131–3.
15 See report at <https://thewire.in/featured/monaziteminingbadaputtichronickidneydiseasethorium> Accessed 7
May 2018
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studies and came home to take over his father’s barber shop that is now the family’s only source of
income. Adinarayana tells us that he did not have any hopes of going back to college. His sole
priority now is to pay off the mountain of loans that the family is burdened with. Jagannath’s
married daughters, who had moved back to their paternal home in their father’s last days, are trying
to provide emotional support to their mother, but will soon have to go back, leaving mother and son
to face the harsh realities of their lives.
Savitri’s neighbour S.Shantamma, a frail woman who looks tired and depressed, also lost her
husband to kidney disease. She says spent around Rs1.5 lakhs on his treatment, most of which was
raised through loans from relatives. She is eligible for an oldage pension but has not got any help
from the government. She herself is now afflicted with kidney disease and is making the rounds of
the district hospital for treatment. Her daughter and soninlaw have moved in with her to help her
out, but are not sure how long they can support her.
At the other end of the village, the small
thatched home of G. Dharma Rao and his
wife Aimma is nestled amidst jackfruit and
cashew trees. The air is fragrant with kia
flowers just coming into bloom. But the
idyllic atmosphere is deceptive. Dharma Rao
is in the final stages of kidney failure and is
undergoing dialysis twice a week. He sits
silently in a patch of sun as his wife tells us
how they have been managing. The family originally had a small parcel of land but it was acquired
by TISCO for its steel plant. The meagre compensation they were paid was spent when Aimma had
a hysterectomy some years ago. They are now surviving on daily labour supplemented with the
income from their fruit bearing trees and kia flowers. Aimma’s elderly mother has now moved in
with her to give her whatever little support she can.
Aimma, a strikingly dignified woman, speaks in a quiet
voice: “It started about a year and a half back when his
face and feet began swelling up. In the beginning, he
would ignore it but when he began to get weaker we took
him to a doctor who said he had kidney disease. My
parents live in Raipur so I took him there for treatment.
But his condition did not improve, so we brought him
back again. We now take him to Bhubaneswar for dialysis
twice a week. We used to go to Sum Hospital first but
then shifted to Neelachal Hospital which is a bit cheaper.
We have already spent Rs 5 lakh. Some of our relatives

“In many cases, patients come to the
hospital at an advanced stage of the disease
when there is not much hope of managing
the problem with medicines and restricted
diets. So we have to tell them to go for
dialysis even though we know how poor
they are and how difficult it will be for
them to meet the costs. As a matter of fact,
dialysis is meant to be a stopgap measure
while waiting for a permanent solution
through a transplant. But that is out of the
question for poor people…it is a very tragic
situation.”
 Dr Saroj Kumar Panda, Consultant
Nephrologist
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are supporting us with loans but we have also had to take some loans from the market at an interest
of 2 per cent per month. We do not know how long we can carry on like this. We have only 60 or
70 decimals of land. When my husband’s health was good he used to take land on lease for
sharecropping. We also had a cow, but we sold her off so that we could purchase an RO water
filter.”
Most of the families interviewed for this report have similar stories to tell. Most if not all of the
population of these villages constitutes of landless agricultural workers who depend on seasonal
work and collection of forest produce for their survival. In the
absence of adequate facilities at the nearest government hospital D Lovaraj: Monthly treatment costs
(MKCG Medical College in Ganjam), patients are forced to
Biweekly dialysis Rs1300x8=
depend on private doctors and dialysis clinics. Average treatment
Rs. 10,400
costs are reported to range from Rs.2.5 to 3 lakh per year. This Medicines and injections (weekly)
Rs2500x4=Rs.10,000
includes the cost of medicines, recurring consultations and
Travel (biweekly) Rs1000x8=
investigations, weekly or biweekly dialysis (between Rs.1,500
Rs.8000
and 3,000 per session) and travel to and from hospitals and
TOTAL: Rs.28,400
dialysis clinics. In addition, patients and their families also have
to pay for boarding and lodging in the cities and towns where they
go for treatment.
D.Lovaraj has been under treatment for two years now. He was initially treated in a private hospital
in Visakhapatnam, where the family ended up spending about Rs.60,000 in a very short time.
Lovaraj now goes to a government hospital in Bhubaneswar, 160 kilometres away, for his twice
weekly dialysis. The family spends nearly Rs.30,000 a month on his treatment. Lovaraj, a kia
collector who is no longer able to work, can afford this
expensive treatment only because his son has a secure job with
In every conversation with affected
families, the unspoken words hang in
the CRPF, which reimburses up to 70 per cent of his father’s
the air: the longer the patient survives,
medical expenses.
the more the family is impoverished.

Many people who start showing the
early symptoms of kidney disease such
as swollen limbs and exhaustion refuse
to go to a doctor, fearing that the
diagnosis will simply confirm their
ultimate fate.
P Apanna, a young man of P
Lakhimpur hanged himself the day
after his diagnosis of chronic kidney
disease was confirmed. He had told
friends that he wanted to save his
family from the inevitable descent into
destitution.

With expenses like these, most families have no alternative but
to sell or mortgage their small landholdings, homes and other
disposable assets. Almost all the people we spoke to have
taken loans from private sources at interest rates ranging
between 2 to 3 percent per month. Even so, shrinking
resources and diminishing hopes of a cure have forced many
families to give up the treatment and wait helplessly for the
inevitable end.
Even some comparatively betteroff families have been
completely destroyed by the costs of treatment. One such is the
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family of Gourango Sahoo, a small landowner. Sahoo, his wife and all four of his adult children
died of kidney disease within a span of two to three years. By the end of it all, almost all of their
land and property had been sold and they became dependent on loans, like their landless
neighbours.
The responsibility of care and treatment in the final stages of the disease falls primarily on spouses
and adult children. In many cases, young boys studying or working away from home have had to
return to the village to support the family. There are also several instances of younger children
being withdrawn from school and taking up odd jobs for meagre wages.
G. Krishna Rao is in a semivegetative state; his body having given up the struggle against the twin
afflictions of kidney disease and brain TB. He sits all day in a chair in the veranda of his house, his
head drooping and spine sagging. When we reached his house, we found him freshly bathed and
dressed in clean clothes, hair neatly combed. The house has a makeshift shop on the front wall  a
small ledge neatly arranged with with glass jars of biscuits, sweets and snacks.
Krishna Rao’s wife Kasturi hands us his medical file. “We did everything we could for him” she
tells us. “Now we have no more money left for his treatment. He worked hard all his life to educate
our children but it has all come to nothing. Our son has passed out from ITI. He was working but he
had to come back to look after his father. We have accumulated a debt of seven lakhs. Our daughter
was in school but we have now sent her to live with my brother in Hyderabad. She works in a
pharmaceutical factory. She earns Rs 5,000 a month and sends most of her salary to us.”
The son, a lanky young man, looks resigned to the situation. “My mother is not strong enough to lift
my father out of his chair or bathe him. I have to be here to look after him” he says. Their little shop
fetches very little money, as the people around here are too poor to buy even these cheap treats for
their children.
Dusk was falling as the team entered Baginipetta. As local activists escorted us to a cemented
platform in the centre of the village, we were surrounded by a large group of women and men
clutching plastic bags filled with documents  medical records, diagnostic test reports, receipts from
dialysis centres and medicine shops. Although we explained that we were not doctors and were not
there to conduct a medical camp, people continued to ask us to look at their medical records and
advice them on treatment. It was very evident that they did not get the chance to ask such questions
during their hospital visits or consultations with private practitioners. The despair and desperation
of patients and their families was a stark reflection of the systemic failure of the public health
system to respond to the crisis.
Baginipetta village has seen seven kidney deaths in the last three years. All except one of the
deceased were people of working age. One was a woman, a 35yearold D. Lakshmi, a mother of
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two who died recently after battling the disease for five years. Her husband left her at her brother’s
home when her health began to deteriorate. Despite selling everything he owned, her brother could
not afford to take her for dialysis and now blames himself for her death.
Lakshmi’s was not the only case where women have faced desertion and homelessness as a
consequence of their illness. J.Mohan Rao died last year at the age of 45 after two years of dialysis.
He was an electrician and his wife told us that they were doing quite well until he fell ill. The
family house and land had to be sold to meet the costs of treatment. Lakshmi’s inlaws asked her to
leave after his death. She now lives with her brother and does agricultural work for Rs.100 a day,
well below the legal minimum wage of Rs.213.50.
K.Somayya, a 65yearold exarmyman, has endstage kidney failure but has decided not to go for
dialysis because of the financial pressure it would put on his son. Although he is entitled to free
treatment in an army hospital, he has not been able to go to his regimental headquarters to get the
necessary paperwork done. He meets the cost of his own treatment (Rs.20,000/) from his pension.
Another exarmyman, K.Jangamayya, contracted kidney disease soon after leaving the army and
returning to his village. He died two years later in May 2016, while on his way to Bhubaneswar for
treatment. Barely a year later, his 35yearold son, Tulsi Rao also died of kidney failure, leaving a
wife and two young children behind. Garlanded photographs of the father and son hang on the wall
of their simple home. Pictures of Hindu deities, Gandhi, Nehru and other national leaders also adorn
the wall. The family has some paddy land, but the two women are unable to cultivate it themselves
and have therefore leased it out. They earn about Rs 50,000 to 60,000 a year from collecting kia
flowers and from selling coconuts and cashews from the trees on their homestead land.
“We always worried for his life when he was in the army” said Jangamayya’s wife with tears in her
eyes, “We were happy when he retired and came home. How could we know that death was waiting
for him here?”
In PLakshmipur, 63yearold Kamaraj Barma, a veteran of the struggle against the Tata Steel plant
in the 1990s, told the team that the affected villages were being subjected to a form of social
quarantine by neighbouring communities who wer, refusing to marry into these ‘cursed’ villages.
Fearing contamination, people are unwilling even to buy coconuts and other agricultural produce
from these areas. As a result, the economy is spiralling downwards.
The deforestation of the land acquired by IREL has also hit landless families for whom collection of
cashew, honey and other forest produce was a reliable source of income. Although some
compensatory afforestation has been carried out on the reverted land, the trees are not yet yielding
fruit. This has caused considerable distress to landless families.
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Many of the people who spoke to the team have MNREGA job
cards, but say that they have not been given any work under the
scheme for over a year. The option of mobilising in numbers to
demand work from the Zilla Panchayat (allowable under the
scheme) has not been discussed. Other welfare schemes and
pensions are also not being implemented. The scheme of providing
rice at Rs.1/ per kilogram for extremely poor families seems to be
the only government benefit that has reached the community.
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It was shocking that none of the
people we spoke to have any idea
of muchtouted schemes like the
PM Swasthya Suraksha Bima
Yojana, the national Dialysis
Programme or the State
government’s scheme of
assistance to needy patients.
In every single case, families have
been forced to resort to sale or
mortgage of personal assets, or
loans fom the market at usurious
rates.

Several of the people we spoke to told us about the protest in June
2016 when communities from 30 villages of the area had mobilised
outside the DC’s office. The DC accepted their written plea
demanding the closure of the plant, immediate provision of safe drinking water, and compensation
for the affected villages and families. Despite assurances of relief, nothing substantive has been
done on the ground.
After returning from the field, the team shared its preliminary findings at a press conference in
Bhubaneswar on 21 January 2018. Responding to queries from the media the next day, State health
Minister Shri Pratap Jena said that the state government would immediately send a medical team to
the affected area. He assured the media that all the required facilities would be put in place to
ensure that no more lives were lost. It is a matter of regret that Shri Jena’s words have not yet been
translated into action.
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Health Impacts Of Monazite Mining: High Risks, Higher Profits

Monazite is a reddishbrown phosphate mineral containing several rareearth metals including
thorium, lanthanum and cerium. It is radioactive due to the presence of thorium and (less
commonly) uranium. In its natural state, monazite contains 5 to 7 percent radioactive thorium (Th
232) and 0.10.3 per cent uranium (U238). Although Th232 itself has a long shelf life (13.9 billion
years) and emits only low levels of alpha and gamma radiation, its decay products include gases
such as radon and thoron which emit high levels of alpha radiation with decay products also being
radioactive.16
Areas with rich deposits of mineral sands such as Kerala and Ganjam have a higher level of
background radiation because of natural decay of radioactive elements. Measurements of
background radiation in Ganjam district have found levels of radiation higher than internationally
accepted values.17
The health impacts of exposure to radiation from radioactive heavy metals are wellknown and
extensively documented.18 Ionizing radiation has sufficient energy to cause chemical changes anc
damage. Some cells may die or become abnormal, either temporarily or permanently. Radiation can
damage the DNA in cell nuclei, causing mutations and cancer. The extent of the damage depends
upon the amount and duration of the exposure, as well as the organs exposed.
Monazite is known to be a highly toxic substance when inhaled or ingested. 19 Workers in monazite
mines and thorium processing facilities are at high risk of inhaling thorium particles, which are then
retained in the lungs20 and concentrated in other internal organs including the kidneys. A
retrospective epidemiological study of workers at the IREL plant in Alwaye in Kerala 21 found a
significant difference in the incidence of cancer and mortality due to heart diseases and all causes
between the IREL workers and control populations. The incidence of sterility among the IREL
workers and genetic disorders among their children also appeared to be higher than the control
population.
16 Health and Safety Aspects of Thorium Production. <http://energyfromthorium.com/2006/07/09/healthandsafety
aspectsofthoriumproduction/> Accessed 7 May 2018.
17 Sulekha Rao, N., Sengupta, D., Guin, R. et al. 2009. Environ Earth Sci (2009) 59: 593.
<https://doi.org/10.1007/s126650090057x> (Abstract only) Accessed 7 May 2018
18 <https://www.epa.gov/radiation/radiationhealtheffects> Accessed 7 May 2018
19 US Department of Energy Safety Data Sheet. Monazite Sand Ore Materials.
<https://science.energy.gov/~/media/nbl/pdf/pricelists/SDS/SDSMonazite_Sand.pdf> Accessed 7 May 2018
20 Hewson, GS. 1997. Op. Cit.
21 Padmanabhan, VT. 1986. The Number Game: Occupational health hazards at the Indian Rare Earths plant.
Economic And Political Weekly Vol XXI Nos 1011, March 815, 1986.
<http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/1986_21/1011/special_articles_the_number_game.pdf> Accessed 7
May2018
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The longterm health impacts of monazite mining are now wellrecognised and have been taken into
account by policy makers in other countries. In India, a strong warning has been expressed by none
other than a senior scientist at IREL’s own research laboratory.
According to P.M.B. Pillai, a scientist with the Health Physics unit of Indian Rare Earths Limited
(IREL), who has been studying the impact of rare earth mining from beach sands in Kerala and
Tamil Nadu. Most of the rare earth minerals contain some amount of thorium or uranium or both.
‘The presence of naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM) in the rare earths minerals in
varying concentrations is quite often significant enough to result in occupational and environmental
radiation exposures during their mining, milling and chemical processing for the extraction of the
rare earth elements and compounds,’ states Pillai, in his paper titled, Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Materials in the Extraction and Processing of Rare Earths, published in 2010.
According to IAEA, NORM comes from the materials which give rise to enhanced radiation
exposure.
Pillai further elaborates that depending on the monazite concentration in the raw sand, radiation
exposures of the order of 0.131.00 manmilliseivert (msv) per tonne are involved in the mining
and separation of monazite. Monazite contains 0.20.4 per cent of uranium and 4.59.5 per cent of
thorium which occurs as oxides depending on the region of occurrence. Pillai writes ‘Hazards from
the separation of monazite for extracting rare earths and radioactive elements, such as thorium
could have internal and external sources. External hazards are due to high energy beta and gamma
rays, while internal hazards are mainly due to alpha rays, emitting radionuclides characterised by
decays. The internal hazard is mainly by way of inhalation of thorium bearing dust and shortlived
decay products of thoron gas. Inhaled thorium bearing dust is deposited in the different regions of
the respiratory tracts depending on the particle size.’
Although, per capita average annual exposure of general public, as determined by Pillai, for
monazite extraction plants have been estimated between the range of 1.00 and 9.00 msv (AERB
annual exposure limit is 30 msv), the wastes from the mining and milling from radioactive ores are
potential sources of radiological impact. ‘Typically, 600 to 700 kg of tailings containing radioactive
elements are generated per tonne of raw sand mined and used as back fill, he writes.
Pillai says that even after a mineral extraction plant is closed down, the highly radioactive
waste from mine and mill tailings will continue to pose a threat to the local public, while
stressing the need to start better monazite processing facilities from raw sand.
Source:<http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/greentribunalbanssandmininginkeralatamilnaduseacoast
41938>
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Evidence from field studies in monazite mining areas
Field studies from monazite mining areas across the world provide compelling evidence of the
adverse impacts of this activity on human and animal health. A study conducted in Fujian province
of South China22 found dangerously high levels of rare earth contamination in soil collected from
villages around the mining site. Vegetables grown on this soil also contained higher concentrations
of rare earths. Samples of blood and hair from the local population showed significantly higher
concentrations of rare earth elements than similar samples from control populations.
The impacts of monazite mining on the health of local populations in the vicinity of the notorious
monazite mines at BayanObo in Inner Mongolia have been extensively documented by local
residents, as well as by activists and scientists, who have carried out studies in the area. Dalahai,
the village closest to the tailing ponds of the BayanObo mine, has seen 61 deaths from brain and
lung cancer in the years between 1999 and 2006.23 The processing facility for the BayanObo mines
in Baotou is surrounded by deserted villages, where lives and livelihoods have been almost
completely destroyed.24 The concentration of toxic elements in the soil and water has led to
devastating crop failures. Farm animals, including chickens, pigs, goats and cows are unable to
survive. Almost all the residents of these villages have experienced severe health problems
including diabetes, osteoporosis and respiratory conditions.
A rare earth processing plant (a joint venture of Asian Rare Earths Corporation and Mitsubishi
Corporation of Japan) at Bukit Merah in Malaysia was forced to close down in 1994 after a decade
long legal battle mounted by local residents. 25 However, the plant left a toxic legacy, with villages
in the vicinity continuing to report increased rates of leukaemia, birth defects, infant deaths,
congenital diseases, miscarriages and lead poisoning.26

High risks versus high profits
Despite these known risks, there has been a surge in monazite mining in the last decade, fuelled by
the growing demand for rare earths which have been labelled the ‘materials of the future’. Rare
22 Xioafei Li et al. 2013. A human health risk assessment of rare earth elements in soil and vegetables from a mining
area in Fujian Province, Southeast China. Chemosphere Vol 93 Issue 6. October 2013.
<https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045653513009429?via%3Dihub> Accessed 7 May 2018
23 Liu, Z. (2013), Disaster from the Bayan Obo tailings dam [in Chinese], New Century Weekly, 537(3), 69–73.
Quoted in Xian Huang et al.2016. Op.Cit.
24 Bontron, Cecile. 2012. Rare Earth mining in China comes at a heavy cost for local villagers.
<https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/aug/07/chinarareearthvillagepollution> Accessed 7 May 2018.
25 <https://www.consumer.org.my/index.php/health/454chronologyofeventsinthebukitmerahasianrareearth
developments> Accessed 7 May 2018.
26 Jegadeshan, M. 2012. Toxic legacy in Malaysia’s rare earths village. <https://phys.org/news/201206toxic
legacymalaysiarareearthsvillage.html> Accessed 7 May 2018.
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earths are essential ingredients for everyday technologies from electronic equipment, and computers
to medical equipment, lasers, smart phones and alternative energy technologies.
Until recently, China had monopoly over global production of rare earths. In 2009 however, China
implemented export quota restrictions, leading to a worldwide shortage and severely impacting the
economies of Japan, USA and many EU member countries. China survived a challenge at the WTO,
citing domestic demand, shrinking supplies and environmental concerns as reasons for its actions.
In response to the ensuing global supply crisis, rare earth mining operations have been revived or
stepped up in a number of countries including the US, Brazil and India. Substantial untapped
reserves of rare earth elements are found in Australia, the United States and parts of the former
Soviet Union. In 2013, Molycorp Minerals of California reopened a rare earths processing operation
that it had abandoned in 2002, after retooling processes to meet environmental concerns over
contaminated groundwater. In Brazil, mining giant Vale is processing rare earths at a copper mine
in the Amazon. A Toyota subsidiary is preparing to mine rare earths in Vietnam. In Greenland,
several companies are preparing to mine and process that island’s abundant rare earth resources,
which will become more accessible as Greenland’s ice sheet continues to melt.27
On the other hand, there is also a growing body of green technologies that can reduce the demand
for rare earths. For instance, Toyota is developing a battery that minimises the requirement of rare
earths for its manufacture.28 Researchers in Mexico are working on developing efficient methods to
recover rare earth elements from electronic waste.29
India’s policy thrust on extractive industries is blind to social and environmental costs and ignores
alternative approaches such as ‘flexible mining’ including reprocessing tailings and recovering rare
earths from electronic waste. These approaches can reduce existing sources of pollution and protect
sensitive areas from new mining operations while meeting industrial demand. 30 Instead of exploring
alternative technologies, India has recently agreed to export rare earths to Japan.

27 Ives, M. 2013. Boom in mining rare earths poses mounting toxic risks. Yale Environment Review. 28 January
2013. <https://e360.yale.edu/features/boom_in_mining_rare_earths_poses_mounting_toxic_risks> accessed 7
May 2018.
28 <https://techxplore.com/news/201802toyotamagnetlowersreliancewidely.html> Accessed 7 May 2018
29 <https://phys.org/news/201505futuresustainableenergyexploitationrare.html> Accessed 7 May 2018
30 <https://www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/10407Thecleantechrevolutionmuststartwithmining>
Accessed 7 May 2018
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The Political Economy of Beach Sand Mining: A Hidden Agenda?

Monazite was first discovered in the 1880s in Brazil and soon emerged as the biggest natural source
of thorium. Monazite is the basis of the rare earths industry, which provides essential materials for
the manufacture of a range of products from smartphones to solar batteries, wind turbines and a
range of other electronic gadgets that seem to have become indispensable for modern life today.
In recent years, several erstwhile producer countries have banned monazite mining and processing.
Australia, which was once the largest producer of monazite, closed its operations on Frasier Island
after a massive protest movement that raised concerns about radioactivity and other environmental
risks of mining. Similarly, China has regulated monazite mining and stipulated strict thresholds and
requirements for environmental protection. EU countries have also completely shut down their
monazite industries citing environmental impacts and health risks from radiation.
However, countries like India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Vietnam and Brazil continue to extract and
process monazite with no concern for environmental and health risks. The sandy beaches of India
on the eastern coastline have huge deposits of monazite. Odisha has the third highest concentration
of monazite after Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. Kerala also has rich deposits of this mineral.
In India, the main objective of monazite processing seems to be the extraction of thorium, which is
being stockpiled in preparation for the third stage of India’s nuclear power programme. The present
regime has committed to increasing nuclear power production to achieve the target of meeting 30
percent of national energy demands from noncarbon sources by 2030.31 Uraniumbased reactors are
therefore to be augmented by thoriumbased reactors.

Beach sand mining: State collusion with illegal operators
In August 2013, the National Green Tribunal banned mining of beach sands in Tamil Nadu and
Kerala. The NGT order came in response to a petition filed by the NGT Bar Association, which,
among other environmental risks, also highlighted the risk of radiation from the mining of beach
minerals having high concentrations of radioactive rare earths. The petitioners cited studies 32 showing
that separation of beach sand puts workers and people living near the mining sites at risk of radiation
exposure.
The NGT order noted that 2.3 million tonnes of beach sand had been quarried by private operators
31 See http://www4.unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/India/1/INDIA%20INDC%20TO
%20UNFCCC.pdf Accessed 7 May 2018
32 Padmanabhan, VT. 1987. All Within Limits: Radioactive waste disposal at IRE. Economic and Political Weekly
Vol XXII No 9, February 28, 1987.
<http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/1987_22/9/special_articles_all_within_limits.pdf> Accessed 7 May 2018
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without permission from any government authority. This illegal mining was taking place under the
benign eyes of the DAE, which did not act despite the huge environmental and public health problems
created by unfettered mining in Tamil Nadu and Kerala. In 2007, the DAE removed monazite from
the list of ‘critical minerals’ that can only be exploited by the state. Delisting meant that private miners
could exploit and export monazite and its products without any restrictions or need for official
clearances. Environmentalists have claimed that over two million tonnes of monazite, equivalent to
195,300 tonnes of thorium, had been removed from the Tamil Nadu and Kerala coasts in the past 10
years.33
Complaints against illegal mining of beach sand minerals started as early as 2010 in Tamil Nadu.
Following complaints from local environmental activists in Kanyakumari, the district
administration closed down mining operations of VV Minerals, a private miner. Although the
company denied that it was operating a monazite separation facility, an investigation by the District
Collector found that it was, in fact, doing so, and had left behind large amounts of debris and
radioactive tailings. The Kanyakumari administration then banned coastal mining in the district, but
this was overturned by the Madras High Court. In August 2013, VV Minerals was again raided by
the DC of Tuticorin on the grounds that it had encroached upon 30 hectares of government land
despite being allotted only 4 hectares by the Tamil Nadu government. In a clear indication of state
collusion in illegal mining, the DC was shunted out a day after the raid.
VV Minerals once again demonstrated its political
clout in 201314 by forcing the removal of a senior IAS
officer, GS Bedi, the chairperson of a special
committee appointed by the Jayalalithaa government to
investigate illegal mining of beach sands. A single
judge order of the Madurai bench of the Madras High
Court directed that Bedi be replaced by a retired judge
and put a stay on the filing of his report pending orders
on the allegation of ‘bias’ against VV Mineral and its
owner S. Vaikundarajan.

“Do the specialists – officials of IBM and
AMD  not have the responsibility to check
mining proposals which claim more than 50
percent THM (Total Heavy Minerals or beach
sand minerals) in the mining areas specified in
the proposed Mining Plan or Scheme of
Mining, as to how they show higher norms of
THM compared to official benchmarked
studies? …. is this merely a sign of utter
inefficiency and nonapplication of mind on
the part of sanctioning officials of IBM and
AMD, or are there other reasons influencing
these officials to sanction plans as put up by
the mining lessees or companies? This is a
matter for further investigation by more
competent agencies.”

Indisputable proof of official collusion in illegal
mining of beach sands came with the report by the
amicus curiae appointed by the Madras High Court to
 from the report of the Amicus Curiae
on Mining of Beach Sands,
investigate the illegal beach sand mining in Tamil
Madras
High Court, June 2017
Nadu.34 The report is a comprehensive indictment of
more than two decades of official neglect and collusion with illegal miners by the DAE and the
33 See http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/greentribunalbanssandmininginkeralatamilnaduseacoast41938
Accessed 7 May 2018
34 The full text of the report is available at <https://www.scribd.com/document/337647051/AmicusCuriaeStatus
ReportintheMadrasHighCourt> Accessed 7 May 2018
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Union Ministry of Mines as well as various departments of the State government, involved in
granting permissions for mining beach sand and minerals. The report exposes how the Tamil Nadu
government’s ban on beach sand mining and exports since September 2013 has only managed to
give the miners a free run. Out of 1.5 crore metric tonnes of raw sand mined between 2000 and
2017 in the three coastal districts of Tirunelveli, Tuticorin and Kanyakumari districts, 57 percent
has been mined illegally, with six out of seven mining leaseholders implicated in unlawful mining
and transportation.
Out of a total of almost 78 lakh metric tonnes of beach sand minerals exported during 20002017,
the ban period saw exports of almost 22 lakh metric tonnes – equivalent to onethird of the total
exports over the 16 year period under review. The report points out that this could not have been
done without the collusion of Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) and the Atomic Minerals Directorate
of the DAE, which is directly under the purview of the prime minister. The report explicitly names
VV Minerals and its owner as the major beneficiary of this illegality, being the holder of 50 out of
62 operational mining leases in Tamil Nadu.
In response to this damning report, the DAE filed a counteraffidavit disowning any responsibility
for illegal mining, citing the delisting of titaniumbearing minerals (ilmenite, rutile and leucoxine)
and zircon from the prescribed substances list in 2007.35 The DAE also rejected the charge that it
had issued a handling licence to VV Minerals to mine ilmenite without a valid mining lease,
shifting the responsibility to the state government.
It is worth pointing out that the DAE affidavit contradicts a press release of December 2012, issued
in response to allegations in the media around the revision of the list of prescribed substances. 36 The
press release is unequivocal in stating that DAE is the ultimate authority in all matters related to
mining of beach sands.
“State Governments have to obtain prior approval of the Ministry of Mines in all such cases of mining leases, since
these items remain under the First Schedule of the MMRD Act. The Ministry of Mines continues to refer to DAE,
even after January 2007, the applications received for mining lease for Beach Sand Minerals that were delisted vide
the January 2006 Gazette Notification. Such applications received by DAE have been reviewed by the Atomic
Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD) and then cleared by the DAE.”
 from DAE Press Release No. 13(1)/201213/PADPR dated December 12, 2012.

35
36

See <http://www.businessstandard.com/article/ptistories/daesaysitslicencenotrequiredforminingtitanium
bearing117101601357_1.html> Accessed 6 May 2018
Press Release No.: 13(1)/201213/PADPR dated December 12, 2012.
<http://dae.nic.in/writereaddata/pr121212_0.doc> Accessed 6 May 2018
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Monazite and India’s nuclear programme
Legend has it that it was Homi J.Bhabha who, upon being forced to leave his research in nuclear
physics in Britain and return to India at the beginning of World War II, who convinced the then
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru to launch an ambitious nuclear programme in India. In 1948,
Bhabha was appointed the director of the newlycreated Indian Atomic Energy Commission (IAEC).
When the Department of Atomic Energy was created in 1954, Dr Bhabha was named as its
Secretary. The DAE answered directly to the Prime Minister – an arrangement that continues to the
present day.
Along with representing India in International Atomic Energy (IAEA) conferences and presiding
over the United Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in 1955, Dr Bhabha also
lobbied for the development of nuclear weapons. The SinoIndo war of 1962 provided an impetus for
an aggressive public campaign calling for nuclear weapons as a means of deterring potential Chinese
aggression.
The next big step forward came when, at its meeting in 1946, the research council of the University
of Travancore, then an independent state, recommended the exploitation of the State’s resources
of monazite and ilmenite in view of their applications in atomic energy. Dr Bhabha and Dr
S.S.Bhatanagar were invited to collaborate with the Government of Travancore to further this
agenda.
Recognising that India’s monazite resources (equivalent to a quarter of global deposits) could yield
nearly a million tonnes of Thorium Oxide (ThO 2) – vastly exceeding the country’s meagre resources
of uranium – Dr Bhabha proposed a threestage programme for the development of nuclear power.
The plan, adopted in 1958, was aimed at capitalising on India’s reserves of thorium, while working
around the problem of low uranium reserves.37
The threestage programme envisioned the following.
 Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors fuelled by natural uranium would produce electricity and
plutonium239;
 Fast Breeder Reactors fuelled by a mix of plutonium from the first stage and natural uranium.
This uranium would transmute into more plutonium and once sufficient stocks had been built
up, thorium would be introduced into the fuel cycle to convert it into uranium 233 for the
third stage;
 Advanced Nuclear Power Systems for utilization of thorium fuelled with a mix of thorium
and uranium. The thorium transmutes to U233 as in the second stage, which powers the
reactor. Fresh thorium can replace the depleted thorium in the reactor core, making it
37 Ramana, MV. 2007. "Nuclear Power in India: Failed Past, Dubious Future", in Henry D. Sokolski, Gauging U.S.
India Strategic Cooperation, Army War College (U.S.). Strategic Studies Institute. 1 March 2007.
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essentially a thoriumfuelled reactor even though it is the U233 that is undergoing fission to
produce electricity and to achieve a sustainable nuclear fuel cycle.
On the basis of this plan, Dr Bhabha optimistically announced that India would be producing 8,000
MW of nuclear power in the country by 1980. As the years progressed, the goalposts kept shifting
further and further away. In 1962, the official estimate was revised to 20,000 to 25,000 MW of
nuclear power by 1987. In 1969, these figures were revised to 43,500 MW of nuclear generating
capacity by 2000.
Ironically, all these estimates were floated before a single unit of nuclear power was produced in the
country. The reality is that the installed capacity in 2000 stood at 2,720 MW – far below the DAE
projection. The only explanation offered by the AEC for the failure to meet the target has been to
blame the cessation of foreign cooperation following the 1974 nuclear weapons test.
Despite its Nehruvian origins, the nuclear programme has always been a highstakes investment for
the Indian state, regardless of the party in power. Each small advance is portrayed as a heroic
success, while failures are always passed off as a result of outside interference by countries with a
vested interest in blocking India’s technological advancement.
Apart from a brief period in the 1990s when there were drastic cutbacks to government funding,
DAE has always had generous budgetary support. With the successful nuclear weapons tests of 1998,
DAE’s budget has increased manifold. Since anything to do with nuclear energy is directly under the
control of the Prime Minister and is protected from public scrutiny under the Atomic Energy
Commission Act, these allocations cannot be questioned or challenged on factual grounds.38
All that DAE has achieved on the ground is the commissioning in 1985 (10 years later than
scheduled) of a pilotscale Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) that has never been operated at its full
capacity. The FBTR has suffered numerous accidents and failures (including a leak in 2003 that was
described by none other than the director of BARC as ‘the worst incident of radiation exposure in the
history of nuclear India’). Independent investigations of these accidents have not been carried out
because the Atomic Energy Act of 1962 prohibits any such inquiry into the affairs, including health
and safety issues, of the DAE and its various subsidiaries such as IREL.
Despite this disastrous record, the DAE has now started to build a Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor
(PFBR). Instead of the carbide fuel used in the FBTR, the PFBR will use plutonium and uranium
oxide based fuel. It is worth pointing out that no other country currently has a breeder reactor
programme. The only other breeder reactor in France was closed down in 2000 for safety reasons.

38

Abraham, Itty. 1998. The Making of the Indian Atomic Bomb: Science, Secrecy and the Postcolonial State. Zed
Books, New York.
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IREL is one of the subsidiaries set up by DAE and is responsible for mining and extraction of rare
earths. The IREL has a unit in Aluva, Kerala where monazite from Kanyakumari is chemically
treated to separate rare earths (oxides and thorium hydroxide in upgraded form). Thorium is further
separated in its pure oxalate form and taken to OSCOM for further processing and production of
thorium nitrate. Most of the production of thorium nitrate is being stockpiled – only a small
proportion is converted to nucleargrade thorium oxide and supplied to the Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre and the Nuclear Fuel Complex for developing thoriumbased fuel for nuclear reactors. IREL
has now built a large stockpile of thorium nitrate and impure thorium hydroxide upgrade.
Thorium is not a highly prized commodity in the international market, since it is used mainly in the
manufacture of gas mantles which is not a ‘growth industry’ by any stretch of the imagination.
However, thorium can be used for nuclear weapons, if it is converted into Uranium233 in a breeder
reactor.
IREL has entered into MoUs with BARC, DMRL and International Advanced Research Center for
Powder Metallurgy and New Material (ARCI) for development of other rare earth products, such as
permanent magnet rings and RE Phosphors. IREL has also entered into an agreement with Toyota
Tsusho Corporation, Japan to jointly develop rare earths used in the production of several hightech
goods from weapons to cell phones with a view to meeting 13 percent of Japan’s rare earth needs.
The economic returns from these plans are in no way enough to justify the high environmental and
human costs of monazite mining and processing.
There are strong grounds for the inference that all of the factors described in this report – the huge
investment in setting up a breeder reactor despite the acknowledged safety risks; the collusion with
illegal operators to subvert environmental safeguards and continue mining beach sands; the
enormous political and financial clout exercised by illegal miners like VV Minerals; the stubborn
persistence with monazite mining and processing despite disastrous impacts on local communities
and local ecologies – all these are being fuelled by the strategic importance of thorium for India’s
nuclear ambitions.
The question begs to be asked: What lies beneath the callousness and apathy of the authorities to the
disastrous epidemic in Chhatrapur, their stubborn refusal to investigate the possible causes, their
casual and perfunctory responses to local protests while racing ahead to expand the IREL operation?
Is India’s nuclear ambition the elephant in the room?
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Chronic Kidney Disease: A Silent Emergency

Perhaps the issue of greatest concern with regard to the IREL monazite processing facility is the
extremely high prevalence of chronic kidney disease (CKD) in the surrounding villages.
CKD has now been identified as a major public health emergency in India. There are as yet no
reliable national studies that can confirm the exact dimensions of the disease burden. Local studies
indicate that 4060 percent of diagnosed cases of CKD are outcomes of diabetes and hypertension,
which are showing a rising trend in India in both rural and urban populations across income
groups.39
Apart from CKD associated with diabetes and hypertension, a severe form of CKD has also been
reported in individuals without these risk factors. Over the last two decades CKD of unknown
etiology (CKDu) has been reported in Sri Lanka, several Central American countries, Andhra
Pradesh in India and the ElMinia Governorate in Egypt. CKDu affects adults in their third to fifth
decade and is often fatal due to disease progression and lack of dialysis or transplant options in the
areas concerned.40
The most systematic study of CKDu has been carried out in Sri Lanka where it is a leading cause of
mortality in several districts in the north central region and has posed a huge social and economic
burden on families and communities.41 Tissue biopsy showed an insidious onset, starting with mild
or moderate interstitial fibrosis (Stage I) and progressing to severe interstitial fibrosis and
inflammation, tubular atrophy and glomerulosclerosis (Stage IV) followed by a slow downhill
progression to endstage renal disease. Significantly, more than half the patients identified were
asymptomatic at the time of biopsy.
There is no consensus on the possible causes of CKDu. Agrochemicals, heat stress and water
contamination are among the causes currently being investigated. Some of the reported cases are
associated with the presence of cadmium, fluoride, arsenic, organophosphate pesticides and other
chemicals in the environment.

39 Varma, PP. 2015. Prevalence of chronic kidney disease in India: Where are we heading? Indian Journal of
Nephrology 25(3) MayJune 2015. <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4446915/> Accessed 7 May
2018.
40 Weaver, Virginia M et al. 2015. Global dimensions of chronic kidney disease of unknown etiology (CKDu): a
modern era environmental and/or occupational nephropathy? BMC Nephrology 2015 16:145.
<https://bmcnephrol.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s1288201501056> Accessed 7 May 2018.
41 Wijetunge, S et al. 2015. Endemic chronic kidney disease of unknown etiology in Sri Lanka: Correlation of
pathology with clinical stages. Indian Journal of Nephrology 2015 SeptemberOctober 25(5) pp 274280.
<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4588322/> Accessed 7 May 2018.
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A global review of data from multiple studies found correlations between CKDu and a number of
factors including exposure to agrochemicals, dehydration and heat stress, consumption of home
brewed alcohol and family history of kidney disease.42 The authors concluded that CKDu is either
multifactorial and/or due to a previously unrecognised cause of kidney damage.
A comprehensive review of data from 21 epidemiological studies focusing on the correlation
between CKDu and exposure to pesticides, was inconclusive.43 Largely due to variations in
contexts, parameters and methodologies, it was not possible to establish any consistent correlation
between pesticide exposure and CKDu. The review did however conclude that exposure to
pesticides could in no case be claimed as the sole cause of CKDu epidemics in particular regions.
Researchers agree that despite the lack of conclusive clinical evidence, the relatively recent
emergence of CKDu as a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in affected areas strongly
suggests a link with environmental factors developing over the last 20 years. In the Chhatrapur area,
for instance, both local residents and medical practitioners make a link between the elevated
incidence of kidney disease and the establishment of the IREL facility in 2003. Existing evidence of
the adverse health impacts of monazite mining (presented in earlier sections of this report) makes a
strong case for rigorous clinical investigation of this possibility.
It is surprising – and regrettable – that, despite the magnitude of CKDu outbreaks in developing
countries, there are no welldesigned research studies on the role of possible causative factors
across CKDu endemic areas. There is a strong case to be made for a multicountry study that can
examine longterm exposures to specific toxicogenic chemicals released into the environment as a
result of human activity, including heavy metals and organo chemicals in the vicinity of mines.

Policy responses to chronic kidney disease in India
Although the 2012 report of the National CKD Registry44 has identified CKDu as the second
highest cause of kidney disease in India, the public health response has been extremely
disappointing on several counts. The National Policy on NonCommunicable Diseases focuses
primarily on kidney disease in relation to diabetes and hypertension caused by lifestyle factors such
as diet and exercise.

42 Almaguer, M et al. 2014. Chronic kidney disease of unknown etiology in agricultural communities. MEDICC
Review 2014 April 16(2): 915 <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24878644> Accessed 7 May 2018.
43 Vaicke, Mathew et al. 2017. Pesticide exposures and chronic kidney disease of unknown etiology: an epidemiologic
review. Environ Health 2017 (16:49) <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5442867/> Accessed 7 May
2018.
44 Rajapurkar MM, John GT, Kirpalani AL, Abraham G, Agarwal SK, Almeida AF, et al. 2012. What do we know
about chronic kidney disease in India: first report of the Indian CKD registry. BMC Nephrol. 2012;13:10.
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The policy does not recognise environmental factors such as contamination of air, water and soil by
toxic products of human activity in mining, industry and agriculture.
The costs of treatment and management of kidney disease in India are extremely high. A recent
study45 calculated the total costs (including medicines, laboratory charges, consultation fees,
transportation and hospitalisation) at Rs 49,500 per session of dialysis. More than 70 percent of
patients in the study were unable to afford the recommended number of dialysis sessions per month
and therefore either reduced or abandoned dialysis. In the absence of insurance policies for chronic
diseases and little or no financial support from the public healthcare sector, the study found patients
facing a huge financial crisis.
A similar situation emerged in our conversations with patients interviewed during the factfinding
visit. Very few of the patients for whom complete treatment records and expenditure data was
available were able to follow the treatment instructions; when they did, it was at the cost of losing
almost all their financial assets and driving the family into debt despite desperate measures such as
withdrawing their children from school and putting them to work.
A National Dialysis Programme was announced in the Budget 201617. According to its website, 46
this scheme will operate in ‘Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode’ to provide funds under the
National Health Mission for setting up dialysis facilities in government hospitals in remote and
underserved areas. The designers of this scheme seem to have very little understanding of ground
realities. For instance, the average costs of dialysis have been estimated at Rs 2,000 per session,
based on which the scheme provides coverage of up to Rs 1 lakh for patients below the poverty line
(BPL). According to the guidelines ‘the private partner is to provide medical human resource,
dialysis machine along with Reverse Osmosis (RO) water plant infrastructure, dialyser and
consumables; while the space, power, and water supply within district hospitals are to be provided
by the State governments.’
According to the website of the Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana where this scheme is featured, 47
‘The best part of this programme is that patients don’t need to do anything, it will be (the)
hospital’s responsibility to register under the programme, request for funding, collect the funds and
start the process on time.’
Such lofty claims are not supported by experience on the ground. None of the affected families,
local doctors, district authorities and activists who met the team had any knowledge of the National
Dialysis Programme. There has been no response to date from either the Ministry of Health or the
45 Satyavani K et al.Direct costs associated with chronic kidney disease among type 2 diabetic patients in India. Indian
J Nephrol. 2014 MayJun; 24(3): 141–147.
46 <http://vikaspedia.in/health/nrhm/nationalhealthprogrammes1/pradhanmantrinationaldialysisprogramme>
Accessed 7 May 2018.
47 <http://pmjandhanyojana.co.in/nationaldialysisprogram/> Accessed 7 May 2018.
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PMO to an RTI filed on 23 February 2018 requesting information on Statewise expenditures under
this scheme.
Several State Governments and some charitable foundations offer some support for needy patients
requiring dialysis.







Andhra Pradesh was the first state to roll out the National Dialysis Programme in 250
districtlevel hospitals. Dialysis is free for patients from families below the poverty line, and
offered at a subsidised cost of Rs 960 per session to all others.
The Government of Telengana provides a monthly pension of Rs.2,500 per month to all
patients suffering from chronic kidney disease. Dialysis in government hospitals is
completely free for patients from families below the poverty line.
The Tamil Nadu Kidney Research Foundation offers dialysis for a nominal amount of
Rs.450 per session to a limited number of patients per day.
The Government of Kerala provides assistance of Rs1,100 per month to dialysis patients
from needy families. Dialysis in government hospitals is offered free to all patients.

In Odisha, assistance for medical treatment is provided to economically vulnerable individuals
under the Odisha State Treatment Fund. However, this scheme covers only inpatient treatment at
government hospitals and empanelled private hospitals. Although the scheme specifies onetime
assistance for inpatient treatment, it is clarified that patients with renal failure requiring regular
dialysis can apply for assistance multiple times. However, the official notification available on the
website does not mention the amount of assistance. 48 The procedure for application and claiming
assistance also appears cumbersome and would require several rounds of clearance from different
authorities.
It is noteworthy that none of the patients, medical practitioners, district officials or activists whom
we met in Chhatrapur was aware of the National Dialysis Programme or the Odisha State Treatment
Fund. Every single patient we interviewed has relied entirely on personal resources, family assets
and loans from family members or local moneylenders. The response from the Minister for Health
Shri Pratap Jena also did not mention either of these options, being merely a verbal assurance that
“a team of doctors will be sent to the affected villages and all facilities will be put in place for the
people.”49 According to local activists, the Minister’s assurance has not yet been implemented.
We are also constrained to point out that none of the abovementioned schemes for assistance to
dialysis patients goes beyond subsidising the costs for the procedure. There are no schemes to
support needy families who are struggling to survive the crisis. Tragic incidents – widely reported

48 <http://health.odisha.gov.in/OSTF_who_eligible.asp> Accessed 7 May 2018
49 Odisha: Kidney failures haunt 3 Villages. Asian Age 7 May 2018.
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in the media50– of kidney patients resorting to suicide to save their families from the inevitable
process of impoverishment and destitution are apparently invisible to policy makers.
In such a situation, it is a matter of serious concern that the health insurance scheme proposed by
the Government of India in the 201819 budget will shift the onus of treatment and financing from
the public sector to private health providers and private insurance companies. There is no doubt that
this move will worsen the plight of people with chronic and progressive conditions, such as the
kidney patients and their families whom we met in Chhatrapur.

50 See for instance <https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/coimbatore/2membersoffamilycommit
suicide/articleshow/62435925.cms><https://www.telegraphindia.com/1120925/jsp/jharkhand/story_16014442.jsp>
<http://www.uniindia.com/patientcommitssuicideinmedicalcollegehospital/states/news/1114801.html>
Accessed 7 May 2018
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6.

Conclusions and Demands

On the basis of our observations, interactions with affected parties, data and evidence collected by
the community, and research findings from India and other countries, we have arrived at the
following conclusions.


Whatever the strategic considerations and economic benefits of beach sand mining and
monazite processing, they cannot in any way justify the huge environmental costs and
human suffering associated with these activities.



The lethal impacts and devastating longterm consequences of beach sand mining and
processing have been established by scientific studies and corroborated by the experiences
of communities from around the world. It is utterly illogical and unethical for IREL to deny
these impacts and consequences, given that they have been explicitly acknowledged by
numerous other countries where these activities today stand completely banned.



The district administration has failed miserably in its duty of providing basic amenities such
as drinking water, access to welfare schemes and medical aid to communities under its
watch. It has ignored the repeated alarms raised by affected communities, the press and
local activists concerned at the explosion in deaths from kidney disease in the area. It is also
guilty of not acting on the recommendations of a Committee set up in response to a notice
from the NHRC.

The inhabitants of the affected villages should not be seen as merely unfortunate victims of a deadly
disease. They are also being subjected to a deliberate denial of basic rights promised under the
Constitution. For no fault of their own and merely by virtue of their location in this area, they have
been forced to forfeit their rights to life and livelihood; right to a safe and secure physical
environment; right to health; and, most of all, their right to live with dignity and security in their
own homes. They have a legal and moral claim on the State for restitution and rehabilitation. The
silence and inaction of the Government of Orissa on this issue is condemnable.
Our Demands:


An immediate and complete ban on beach sand mining in Orissa.



Suspension of operations at the IREL plant in Chhatrapur pending an independent safety
audit of the facility and benchmarking against international safety standards by a panel of
independent experts.
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Immediate financial and medical support to the affected individuals and families, ex gratia
as well as from existing funds and schemes of the Central and State governments including
the National Dialysis Programme.



Screening and monitoring by an expert medical team to identify and track highrisk
individuals and recommend preventive measures.



Remedial measures in the affected villages including reclamation and replanting of mined
lands, closure and sealing of tailing ponds, removal and safe disposal of waste and
rehabilitation of natural water bodies.



Preparation and implementation of an integrated plan for sustainable livelihoods for the
district, with a particular focus on landless agricultural workers, scheduled castes and other
marginalised social groups.



Investigation by a highlevel expert team into the epidemic of chronic kidney disease in the
affected villages to conclusively establish its causation and epidemiology, and recommend
actions for prevention and remediation.
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The Team
Dr Kalyani Menon Sen is an independent researcher and activist whose work focuses on the
impacts of neoliberal economic policies on women’s lives. She has written and worked extensively
on violence against women, particularly state violence and its linkage with economic policies. She
has been closely involved with critiques of urbanisation policies and struggles against eviction and
dispossession of the working poor in Delhi.
Ranjana Padhi is a writer and feminist activist involved with the autonomous women’s movement
since the mideighties; part of small collectives and coalitions on democratic rights and workers’
rights; and in active solidarity with struggles of marginalised communities resisting land acquisition
and displacement. She is the author of Those Who Did Not Die, a book on the impact of the agrarian
crisis on women, and several other published articles. She is a Technical Editor by profession and is
based in Bhubaneswar.
Dr Nisha Biswas is a physicist and human rights activist based in Kolkata and is actively involved
in movements for women’s rights and democratic rights. She has investigated and documented
human rights violations by the state in several locations including Lalgarh, Bastar and Bhangar,
where she continues to stand in solidarity with the local community and their movement against
forced land acquisition by the National Power Grid Corporation. Dr Biswas is a member of the
secretariat of the Association for Protection of Democratic Rights and is one of the national
convenors of WSS (Women Against Sexual Violence and State Repression), an independent
feminist platform.
Basudev Mahapatra is an independent Communication Consultant based in Bhubaneswar. He
writes for the online portals The Quint and VillageSquare. As a socially concerned journalist and
media activist, he writes and reports on rural India, people's issues, environment, agriculture and
development. He is the author and editor of Hotnhitnews.com. He last served as the EditorinChief
at the Odia TV news channel Naxatra News.
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Appendix 2.

Deaths from kidney disease, Chhatarpur

This table is based on data provided by local activists. It does not represent a complete list of deaths, since it covers
only the three villages visited by the team. Moreover, only those cases for which full medical records and death
certificates are available have been included in this list. Four deaths have taken place in the three months since our
visit to these villages.
Sl. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Name
T. Harihar Patra
K. Tripa Rao
Saini Simadri
Minati Sahu
P. Jagannath
S. Simadri
Dambarudhar Sahu
S Srimalu
K. Jangamaya
Saini Ananda Rao
Duna Purosottama
Gdel Babu Rao
Sakuntala Sahu
Dhuna Lachhaya
Saini Sri Jagannath
A Narayannama
Duna Nangamma
Niranjan Sahu
Gania Appaya
K. Bhaskar Rao
P. Jagannath Rao
Bhagaban Sahu
Basant Kumar Sahu
Basanti Sahu
Duna Bhagirathi
Tamra Karliya
Pesa Dileswar
Gouranga Sahu + 5 family members
D. Laxmi
J. Mohan Rao
K. Tulsi Rao
J Ballagamma w/o J Kamraj
P Savitri w/o P Chandra
G. Mohan Rao
G Appanna
M Buddhamma
Jhunu Behera
Duryodhan Behera
D Laxmiya
D Laxmi
D Garamma
Mittu Sahu
K Amama
D Noidashu
K Appa Rao
N Ramurty
G Simadri
G Mangamma
G Bagaya
D Sabitri
M Narshamma
Basu Sahu
G Dandasimma
Hemalata Sahoo
D. Lachhima
T. Laxmi
Mutyalu Sahu
Surendra Sahu
Sibaram Behera
D. Malesu Verma
Jadi Raulo
Khali Sahu
G.Sesha Rao
Bairagi Sahu
J. Achhima
T. Krishna Rao

Age
50
30
65
30
50
60
70
35
60
32
60
35
60
55
45
35
60
65
55
13
45
19
57
55
20
35
38
7o
35
40

Year of Death
2018
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2015
2016
2016
2015
2014
2014
2015
2013
2012
2012
2016
2017
2011
2010
2016
2005
2003
02.04.2018
2014

55
55
22

2016
2014
2014
2016
2017
2017
2017
2016
2015
2016
2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2017
2017
2015
2017
2015
2014
2017 Dec
2017
2014
2015
2014

37
40
48
32
22
60
40
42
50
45
55
32
50
55
55
60
65
40
48
68
50
48
50
70
65
69
55
50
50

2017 Dec
2016
2016
2016
2014
2015

Sex
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male

Female

Female
Male

Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female

Village
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Badaputi
Laxmipur
Bagnipeta
Bagnipeta
Badaputi
Baginipetta
Baginipetta
Baginipetta
P Lakhimpur
P Lakhimpur
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Badaputti
Baginepeta
Baginepeta
Baginepeta
Laxmipur
Laxmipur
Laxmipur
Laxmipur
Laxmipur
Laxmipur
Bagnipeta
P.Laxmipur
Bagnipeta
Bagnipeta

Appendix 3. Report of CDMO enquiry

APPENDIX 4: Coverage of Chhatrapur kidney epidemic in Odia press

An unusual state of matter by Roald Hoffman
In the beach sands of Kerala, abraded from the gneiss,
in the stream sands of North Carolina
one finds monazite, the solitary
mineral. In its crystalline beginning
there was order, there was a lattice.
And the atoms  cerium, lanthanum,
thorium, yttrium, phosphate  danced
round their predestined sites,
tethered by the massless springs of electrostatics
and by their neighbors' bulk.
They vibrated, and sang in quantized harmony.
to absent listeners, to me.
But the enemy is within.
The radioactive thorium's
nervous nuclei explode
in the random thrum
of a hammer of no Norse god.
The invisible searchlights of hell, gamma rays,
flash down the lattice.
Alpha particles, crazed nuclear
debris, are thrust on megavolt
missions of chance destruction.
The remnant atom, transmuted, recoils,
freeing itself from its lattice point,
cannonballs awry through a crowded dance floor.
There are no exits to run to.
In chain collisions of disruption
neighbors are knocked from their sites.
The crystal swells from once limpid
longrange, shortrange order
to yellowbrown amorphousness.
Faults,
defects,
vacancies,
dislocations,
interstitials,
undefine the metamict state.
From <http://nucleargreen.blogspot.in/2008/03/unusualstateofmatterbyroald.html>

